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1. Introduction. Until recently sufficiency theorems in the calculus of

variations have been established by direct methods, either by the construc-

tion of a Mayer field or by an expansion theorem. Indirect proofs have now

been devised. The first indirect proof was given in 1942 by McShane[2](1)

who established a very general sufficiency theorem for a weak minimum in

the problem of Bolza. The methods used by McShane were extended by

Myers [3] so as to obtain a sufficiency theorem for a semistrong minimum

in the nonparametric case. In certain special cases Myers obtained a strong

sufficiency theorem. In a recent paper the author [6] showed the methods

introduced by McShane can be modified so as to yield a strong sufficiency

theorem for the parametric problem of Bolza. Although these results are

phrased in terms of the parametric problem they are equally applicable to

the nonparametric case. As yet the general sufficiency theorems given by

McShane, Myers and the author have not been established by direct methods.

Although the sufficiency theorems given by the author are applicable to

the nonparametric problem of Bolza by transforming this problem to a

parametric one, the details of the method used do not appear to be sufficiently

general to enable one to obtain an indirect proof of the sufficiency theorem for

the nonparametric case without recourse to this transformation. It is the

purpose of the present paper to remedy this situation and to obtain certain

additional results that are of interest. The difficulties encountered earlier

were overcome mainly by a suitable choice of a function K(C, Co) which

measures the deviation of a comparison arc C from the arc Co under con-

sideration.

The problem to be studied in this paper is that of minimizing a function

I(Q = g(a) +  I   f(a, x, y, y)dx
<f c

in a class of arcs

C: ah, y'(x) (x1 g x ^ x2; h = 1, • • • , r; i = 1, • • • , n)

satisfying conditions of the form

(1.1) Pß(a, x, y, y) = 0 (ß = I, ■ ■ • , m < n),
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(1.2) x' = X'(a),        y<(x') = Y"(a) (s = 1, 2).

The components ah of C are.independent of x. It will be shown in §8 below

that if Co is an arc satisfying conditions (1.1) and (1.2) and the conditions

described in §2 there is a neighborhood % of Co and a constant p > 0 such that

the inequality

(1.3) 1(C) - I (Co) è pA(C, Co)

holds for every admissible arc in % satisfying the conditions (1.1) and (1.2).

Here

_.   . _     _,  ^ .   h h        h h
K(C, C0) = (a   — a0)(a   — a0)

(1.4) + ( {[l + tf-M-ybr-lUx
Je

and do, yj(x) are the functions defining Co, extended if necessary so that the

integral (1.4) is well defined. As was remarked above, the integral (1.4) can

be considered a measure of the deviation of the arc C from Co. provided C

satisfies the end conditions (1.2). Further inequalities of the form (1.3) are

also given in §8.

One of the interesting features of the sufficiency proof given below is that

the problem is reduced in §§3, 4 to the study of one in which there are no

differential side conditions (cf. [8]). The problem so obtained is of a type

which, as far as we know, has not been treated heretofore and to which the

usual field theory does not appear to be applicable. An analogue of the

theorem of Lindeberg is given in §5.

The methods here used are applicable with simple modifications to the

case when the arcs C are also required to satisfy isoperametric conditions of

the form

I'(C) = g'(a) + f f'(a, x, y, y)dx = 0 (<r = 1, • • • , p).
J c

The modifications necessary are like those made by the author in the para-

metric case (see [6] ) and will be left to the reader.

In carrying out our sufficiency proof it will be convenient at times to

assume that the functions Xl(a) and X2(a) given in (1.1) and (1.2) are con-

stants. This hypothesis greatly simplifies our computations. Moreover no

generality is lost thereby since this situation can be realized by replacing x by

a new variable t defined by the equation

x = X^a) + t[X2(a) - Xl(a)\,

provided X2(a)>X1(a), as we shall suppose.

2. A sufficiency theorem. The terminology and notations to be used are
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essentially those used by the author for the parametric case [6]. For example,

we shall use the vector notation

C:. a,       y(x) (i'Sjí x2)

for an arc C. The lengths of vectors a, y, p, • • • will be denoted by \a\,

\y\, \p\, ■ • • . A repeated index in a term will denote summation, except for

the indices q and i.

It will be assumed that the functions/(o, x, y, p), </>"(«, x, y, p) and their

derivatives with respect to ah, y*, p{ are continuous and have continuous

derivatives on an open set 9Î in (a, x, y, p)-space. The functions g(a), Xs(a),

Y"(a) are assumed to be of class C" on 9Î. We suppose that X1(a) <X2(a) on

9Î. The subset of 9î on which pß = 0 will be denoted by 35.

By an admissible arc C will be meant one for which the functions y*(x)

defining C are absolutely continuous and have integrable square derivatives

and whose elements [a, x, y(x), y(x) ] are in $R for almost all x on x*x2. We shall

say that C satisfies the differential equations pß = 0 if pß[a, x, y(x), y(x) ] =0

for almost all x on x*x2.

We shall be concerned with a particular admissible arc

Co: flo,        yo(x) (í1 á « ^ x2)

of class C'that satisfies the conditions (1.1) and (1.2). It will be assumed that

the matrix \\p%i\\ has rank m along C0 and that there exists a set of multipliers,

not identically zero,

(2.1) Xo ̂  0,       \»(x)

oí class C such that if we write

F(a, x, y, p, X) = X°/ + W,        G(a) = \°g(a)

then the equations

(2.2) (d/dx)Fpi = Fy.,

(2.3) Gh + [(F - yFp<)x'h + Z?,iFÍ']~¡ + f  Fjdx = 0
J C„

hold along C0. Here and elsewhere the subscript h on G (a), X'(a), Y"(a)

denotes the derivative of these functions with respect to ak at a = aa. The

quantity in the brackets is to be evaluated at the initial end point of Co

when 5 = 1 and at the final end point when s = 2.

We shall make a further restriction on our choice of multipliers (2.1). To

this end let EF(a, x, y, p, q) be the E-function

EF = F(a, x, y, q) - F(a, x, y, p) - (ql - p^F^a, *, y, p)

and denote by EL(p, q) the corresponding E-function for the integrand
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L(p) = (1 + p<p01/2

of the length integral. Recall that 3) is the set of all elements (a, x, y, p) in

5R for which 0^ = 0. It will be assumed that there is a neighborhood 2)0 of-Co

relative to 33 and a constant t>0 such that the inequality

EF(a, x, y, p, q) = rEL(p, q)

holds whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 3)o and (a, x, y, q) is in 3). This is the condi-

tion of £-dominance recently introduced by the author. It is equivalent to

the strengthened condition of Weierstrass together with the condition of

nonsingularity(2). The latter condition states that the determinant

Fpipi    <pv*
ß

<Pvi      0

is different from zero along Co.

If it is possible to choose the multipliers (2.1) so that Xo = 1 we shall sup-

pose that they have been so chosen. Then apart from an arbitrary positive

constant the totality of multipliers that satisfy the conditions described

above are expressible in the form

(2.4) Xo à 0,        \»(x, b) = \»(x) + \*°(x)b° (a =1, ■■■,!).

It is to be understood that we may have 1 = 0. Here the functions Xi<r(x)

form with Xo'= 0 a maximal set of linearly independent multipliers of the

form X° = 0, X"(x) with which Co satisfies equations (2.1) and (2.3). If X° = 0

in (2.4), then X^(x) is a linear combination of the set X^'(x) (a = l, • • ■ , I).

The functions X""(x) are of class C and the matrix ||X3,r(x)|| has rank / on x'x2.

In what follows we frequently shall make statements about the parameters

b=(b1, ■ ■ • , bl) appearing in (2.4), thereby tacitly implying that / = 1. These

statements are to be considered to be vacuously true when 1 = 0.

In the following pages we shall be interested only in the multipliers be-

longing to this family. In view of this fact it is convenient to introduce the

notation

(2.5) H(a, x, y, p, b) = X°/ + \»(x, b)^ + 8(a, x, y, p)<¿V.

Here 8(a, x, y, p) is for the moment an arbitrary function of class C" on 9î.

It is readily verified that the conditions described above as well as the

further condition imposed on Co in Theorem 2.1 below is independent of our

choice of 8. The reason for its introduction will be made clear in Theorem 2.2

and in the next section.

(2) The proof of these remarks can be found in the author's paper [4] on the Weierstrass

E-function. This paper deals with the parametric problem. However the hypotheses are such

that the results are equally applicable to the nonparametric case.
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The E-iunction for H will be denoted by EH(a, x, y, p, b, q). Let B he the

set of all elements b = (b1, ■ ■ ■ , bl) for which there is a constant t>0 and

a neighborhood 35o of Co relative to 35 such that the inequality

(2.6) EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) a; rEL(p, q)

holds whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 35o and (a, x, y, q) is in 35. The set B is an

open set. To prove this observe that whenever (a, x, y, p) and (a, x, y, q) are

in 35 we have

EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) = EF(a, x, y, p, q) + \ß'b"Eeß(a, x, y, p, q),

where E$ß is the E-function for pß. Moreover, as has been shown by the author

[4, p. 59], there is a constant ti>0 and a neighborhood 35i of Co relative to

35 such that the inequality

EL(p, q) è ri | E^(a, x, y, p, q) \

holds whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 35i and (a, x, y, q) is in 35. From these re-

marks it follows readily that if (2.6) is effective for an element b0 with a given

constant r and neighborhood 35o in 35i, then it will remain effective on a

neighborhood of bo provided r is replaced by t/2. Consequently B is open, as

was to be proved. It is clear that the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) with F re-

placed by H hold on Co- It should also be observed that (2.6) implies (see [4,

p. 57]) that the inequality

Hpipiir'ir' > 0

holds along Co whenever b is in B and ir^O satisfies the conditions pP>nri = 0.

We next introduce the function

(2.7) J(C, b) = G(a) +  f H(a, x, y, y, b)dx
•f c

and observe that J(C, b)=\°I(C) whenever the equation 0" = O holds along

C. The second variation J2(y, b) of J(C, b) along Co takes the form

Jtiy, b) = 2Q(a) +  I      2Q(a, x, v, V, b)dx.
of   xl

Here 2Q,(a, x, r¡, ir, b) is the second differential of H(a, x, y, p, b) on Co with

respect to the variables ah, y', pi, The function 2Q(a) is a quadratic form in

a = (a1, • ■ ■ , ar) such that the coefficient of ahak is

Gkk + [(H - y'Hp<)X'hk + HpiYZc]Z\

+ [(Hx - yHyi)x\xk + Hvó(XhYÍhS + xA + Hj>x'k + HakX'h]'°^.

As before the subscripts h, k denote derivatives with respect to ah and ak
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at a = ao. When 5 = 1 the quantity in the brackets is to be evaluated at the

initial point of C0 and when 5 = 2 at the final end point of Co- If Xl(a) and

X2(a) are constant this coefficient takes the simpler form

(2.8) Ghk+[HP<Yh'k]'tZ\.

The symbol y denotes a set of constants and absolutely continuous functions

y: ah, rj'(x) (x1 = x = x2; h = 1, • • • , r; i = 1, • • • , n)

whose dérivâtes 7/-'(x) are integrable square on xxx2. Such a system will be

called an admissible variation. We shall be interested in admissible variations

y that satisfy along Co the differential equations

(2.9) $ (a, X, 77, 17) = 4>aka   + </>„<*)   + <f>Piri   = 0

for almost all x on xxx2 and the end conditions

(2.10) „V) = (Yh - y(x)X'h)ah (s = 1, 2).

Again if A1 (a) and X2(a) are constants., these equations take the simpler

form

17 (x ) = Yh a .

As a first sufficiency theorem we have :

Theorem 2.1. Let Co have the properties described above. Suppose further

that for every non-null admissible variation y satisfying the conditions (2.9) and

(2.10) there is an element b in B such that the inequality J%(y, b)>0 holds. Then

there is a neighborhood g of Co in axy-space such that the inequality I(C)>I(C0)

holds for every admissible arc CtACo in g satisfying the differential equations

(1.1) and end conditions (1.2).

This result, stated in somewhat different form, was conjectured by

McShane [2, p. 346]. As was stated in the introduction it is a corollary of the

corresponding result for the parametric case. The hypothesis used by the

author appears to be weaker. However they are equivalent. In this theorem

the function 8(a, x, y, p) appearing in the definition of J(C, b) is of no conse-

quence. The function 8 can be used to establish a new proof of Theorem 2.1

by showing that the following more general result is true.

Theorem 2.2. Let Co have the properties described in Theorem 2.1. The

function 8(a, x, y, p) used in the definition of the function J(C, b) can be chosen

so that there is a neighborhood g of Co in axy-space such that given an admissible

arc C¥-Co in 3 satisfying the end conditions (1.2) there exists an element b in

B such that J(C, b)>J(C0, b).
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In this theorem we do not require the arc C to satisfy the differential equa-

tions (1.1). It is clear that Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1 in case X° = l.

If Xo = 0 then J(C, b) =J(Co, b)=0 for every arc C satisfying the conditions

pß = 0. Hence Co is the only arc in g satisfying the conditions (1.1) and (1.2).

The conclusion in Theorem 2.1 is therefore vacuously true and Theorem 2.1

holds in either case.

3. Preliminary lemmas. The selection of the function 8(a, x, y, p) appear-

ing in the definition of H will be made in the next section. In doing so we shall

make use of certain results which we shall now establish. We begin with the

following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, there is for each element

b in B a constant 8b such that if8^8t the inequality

(3.1) //„.vttV > 0

holds along Co whenever irj^O. Moreover if

yq: a„, nq(x) (x1 ^ x á x2; q = 1, 2, • • • )

is a set of admissible variations converging uniformly on xxx2 to a variation

7o: «o,        Vo(x) (xl ^ x ^x2)

then

(3.2) HminiJi(yq,b)^Ji(yo,b)
»-«

provided b is in B and 8^80.

The first statement has been established by Reid [l, p. 679] and the

author [4, p. 57]. The second follows from the fact that when (3.1) holds

the function Ji(y, b) is lower semi-continuous (see [2, p. 358]).

Lemma 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 there is a compact subset

Bo of B and a constant 8o such that if 8(a, x, y, p) ^0o and y is a non-null ad-

missible variation satisfying the end conditions (2.10), there is an element b in

Bo such that Ji(y, b) >0. Moreover the constant 60 can be chosen so that the in-

equality (3.1) holds along Co whenever b is in B0 and irj^O, provided 0=0o.

In this lemma we do not require the variation y to satisfy the differential

equations (2.9). In order to prove this result let P(y, b) be the function ob-

tained from Ji(y, b) by setting 0 = 0. Since pß = 0 along Co we have

e&'&dx

where & is given by (2.9). Consequently if we set
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Q(y) = 2 \    çe&dx
J *1

we have

My, b) = P(y, b) + 8oQ(y)

whenever 0=f?o, the equality holding when 8=80.

Since B is an open set it is the union of a denumerable set of compact sets

Bi, Bi, • • • such that BaCBi+i. If the first statement of the lemma were

false there would exist for every integer q a non-null admissible variation

7«-' <*?>        VA*) (x  ^ x = x )

satisfying the end conditions (2.10) such that the inequality

(3.3) P(yq, b) + qQ(yq) = J2(yq, b)   = 0 (8 = q)

holds for every element b in Bq. Since the functions at hand are homogeneous

in y we can suppose that yq has been chosen so that

(3.4) |«s|2+|     {\»q(x)\2 + \rlq(x)\2\dx=l,
J ¿

where a pair of vertical bars denotes the length of the vector at hand. As has

been shown by McShane [2, pp. 353-355, 375] we can replace the sequence

{t«} by a subsequence, which we take to be the original sequence, which con-

verges to a variation

7o: «0,        Vo(x)

in the sense that

(3.5) lim aq = ao, lim r¡q(x) = »7o(x)        uniformly on x x.
Q = so Q= so

This variation obviously satisfies the end conditions (2.10).

As a next step we shall show that 70 satisfies the differential equations

(2.9). To this end consider an element b in B and let g& be chosen so that b is

in B, whenever g^gz,. Using Lemma 3.1, we see that there is a constant 8t

such that

(3.6) lim inf [Z>(791 b) + 8bQ(yq)] è P(y0, b) + 8bQ(y0).

Using the inequality (3.3), which holds when q^qb, together with the rela-

tions (3.6) and Q(y)^0, we see that

lim inf Q(yq) ̂  0.
«=«

1 2
(x   ^ x :S x )
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But since the Legendre condition holds for Q(y) we have (see [2, p. 358])

lim inf Q(yq) ̂  Q(y0) è 0.
QMS CO

Consequently Q(yi) =0. From the definition of Q it is clear that this can be

the case only if 70 satisfies the differential equations 3^ = 0 for almost all

values of x on x'x2, as was to be proved.

We shall show next that 70 must be the null variation. Suppose this were

not the case. Then by our hypotheses there is an element b in B such that

^2(70, b)>0. Using this value of b in the last paragraph it is seen by (3.6),

with C(7o) =0 and P(7o, b)>0, that for large values of q one has

P(y„ b) + ebQ(yq) > 0,

contradicting the inequality (3.3) which also holds for large values of q. It

follows that 70 is the null variation.

We shall complete the proof of the lemma by showing that 70 cannot be

the null variation. For suppose that this is the case. Let b be an element in

B and take 6=8b, where 8b is chosen as described in Lemma 3.1. Then by virtue

of (3.6) we have

lim inf Ji(yq, b) = lim inf [P(yq, b) + 6bQ(yq)] è 0
(7= oo q= 00

since P(7o, b) = Q(yi) — 0. Using (3.3), we see that the equality must hold.

Consequently, by virtue of (3.5) with ah0 = r¡Q = 0 and the definition of J2(y, b)

we have

/"* i i
Hp(pir¡qriqdx.

i1

Since by Lemma 3.1 the last integrand is a positive definite form there is a

constant c>0 such that inequality

holds. Consequently equation (3.7) implies that

lim inf   I      I i)q 12dx = 0.
fa 00 of    Xl

Using (3.4) and (3.5) we see that

lim   I      I r¡q \2dx = 1.
«="»     of   xl

This contradiction completes the proof of the first statement of Lemma 3.2.

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 3.2 observe that by continuity

considerations it is seen that if 8 = 8b is effective as described in Lemma 3.1
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for an element b = bo it is effective for a neighboring element b. Hence by the

Heine-Borel theorem there is a value 81 such that the inequality (3.1) holds for

every element b in B0 provided 8^81 and ir?¿0. Increase do if necessary so

that 0oe0i. The last statement in Lemma 3.2 is then valid, as was to be

proved.

In the proof of Theorem 8.1 below we shall use the result given in the fol-

lowing lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let do and Bo be chosen as described in Lemma 3.2 and let

(3.8) My, b, a) = My, b) + <rl2(y, b),

where I2(y, b) is a function of y, b of the same form as J2(y, b). There exists a

number <r0>0 such that given a non-null admissible variation y satisfying the

end conditions (2.10), there is an element b in Bo such that the inequality

(3.9) Ji(y,b,<r)>0

holds whenever \a\ <<r0.

Observe first that since Ii(?f, b) is of the same form as J2(y, b) there is a

constant r such that

(3.10) \l2(y, b)\ =SrJ*|«|2+J** {|r,|2+|r)|2}¿x

whenever b is in B0. Suppose now the lemma is false. Then there exists for

every integer q a value <rq, not exceeding 1/q in absolute value, and a non-

null admissible variation

7,: aq,        i)q(x) (x1 ^ x g x2)

such that

^2(7«- b, o-s) á 0

whenever b is in Bo. We can suppose that yq satisfies condition (3.4). Then

1^2(75, b)\ =t by (3.10). Since limj_M o-4 = 0 we have

(3.11) lim inf ^2(75, b, <r5) = lim inf J2(yq, b) — 0
fl= 00 q= oo

for every b in Bo. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we can replace the sequence

|7a} by a subsequence, again denoted by {7,}, which converges uniformly

on x'x2 to an admissible variation 70 satisfying the end conditions (2.10).

By (3.11) and (3.2), which holds because of our choice of 80, we have

Ji(yo, b)u0 for every element b in B0. It follows from the last lemma that 70

is null. Hence equation (3.7) holds. As was seen in the proof of Lemma 3.2

this is impossible. This contradiction establishes Lemma 3.3.

4. Choice of the function 8(a, x, y, p). We are now in position to select
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a function 8 that will be effective as described in Theorem 2.2. This choice

will be made in the following :

Lemma 4.1. Let Co satisfy the conditions described in Theorem 2.1 and select

a compact set B0 of B and a constant do having the properties described in Lemma

3.2. There exists a function 8(a, x, y, p) ^8a of class C" such that when this

function is used in the definition (2.5) of H(a, x, y, p, b) there is a neighbor-

hood 9îo of Co relative to 9t and a constant r>0 such that the inequality

(4.1) EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) ^ rEL(p, q)

holds whenever b is in B0, (a, x, y, p) is in 9Î0 and (a, x, y, q) is in 9t.

The proof of this result is like that used by the author [4, §8] and Miss

Lewis [8, §4] in a similar situation. Select 8=8o in H. We first observe that

there is a constant ti > 0 and a neighborhood 9îi of C0 such that the inequality

(4.2) EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) ^ nEL(p, q)

holds whenever b is in J50, (a, x, y, q) is in 35 and (a, x, y, p) is in the inter-

section of 35 and 9îi. For by the argument like that following (2.6) it is seen

for each element b0 in B0 the constant ti and the neighborhood 9îi can be

chosen so as to be effective for neighboring elements b. It follows from the

Heine-Borel theorem and the compactness of Bo that 9ti and ti can be chosen

so as to be effective for every b in B0, as described above. By virtue of Taylor's

theorem and the continuity of our functions it follows from (3.1) that we can

diminish ti and 9îi so that the inequality (4.2) also holds whenever b is in B0

and (a, x, y, p), (a, x, y, q) are in 9îi but not necessarily in 35.

We shall show next that a constant r can be chosen so that there exists

a second neighborhood 3?0 of 9îi whose closure is interior to SRi such that the

inequality (4.1) holds whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 9î0, (a, x, y, q) is in 35 and b is

in Bo. To this end we select first a neighborhood 9Î* of Co whose closure is in

SRi. Then there is a positive constant e<l such that if (a, x, y, p) is in 9Î*

and (a, x, y, q) is exterior to 9ii we have

(4.3) 3*L(q) =g EL(p, q) á 2L(q).

We next select 9î0 so small that there exist n continuous functions r'(a, x, y, p)

defined on 9î0 such that if (a, x, y, p) is in 9î0, then (a, x, y, r) is in 8Î* and

p*(a, x, y, r) =0. Here we are using the notation r* for r'(a, x, y, p). We have

(4.4) En(a, x, y, p, b, q) = EH(a, x, y, r, b, q) + R

where

R = q*[Hpi(a, x, y, r, b) - Hp<(a, x, y, p, b)]

+ [p'HXa, x, y, p, b) — r*Hpi(a, x, y, r, b)]

+ H(a, x, y, r, b) — H(a, x, y, p, b).
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If 9îo is taken sufficiently small we have

|*|   < «nl.(?)

for every element (a, x, y, p) in SRo and b in Bo. It follows from (4.2) and (4.3)

that if b is in B0, (a, x, y, p) is in 9îo and (a, x, y, q) is in 3) but not in 9îi we

have

EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) = TiA¿(r, q) - tnL(q) = 2triZ(ç) = enEL(p, q).

Setting r = eri in (4.1) we obtain the result described at the beginning of this

paragraph.

We now select open sets 3Î2, SRs, • ■ • whose union is 9Î and which have

the property that the closure of 3Î.,- is in 9îJ+I for j= 1, 2, • • • . Let 6¡(a, x, y,

p) be functions of class C" such that

(4.5) 8j = 0 on 9î;_i,       8j è 0 on 3},-,       0,- = 1 on di - 8t,-.

In what follows it will be understood that b is in B0 and (a, x, y, p) is in 9t0.

If (a, x, y, q) is in %+i--$tj (j=l)> tnen (4-1) holds if <pß(a, x, y, g)=0 and

hence, by continuity, if

(4.6) <p°(a, x, y, q)<pB(a, x, y, q) < tjEL(p, q),

where e¡ is a small positive constant. Select a constant b¡ such that

(4.7) EB(a, x, y, p, b, q) > ó,-

whenever (a, x, y, g) is in 3ty+i — 8ty. Let <f3- be a positive constant such that

the inequality

(4.8) d,tjEi(p, q) + 5,- > riEL(p, q) (j not summed)

holds on this set. Set

(4.9) 8(a, x, y, p) = 0O + dfij (j = 1, 2, • • • ; / summed).

We then have by (4.5)

(4.10) 0 - 0o = 0 on 9to, 0 - 0o ̂  0 on ft, 0 - 0O â ¿i on SR - 9Î,-.

Setting A = (0—0o)<^0? we have A = 0 on 3?0 and

A*(ö, x, y, p, (7) = h(a, x, y, ç) ^ 0

provided (a, x, y, p) is in 3îo, as we have supposed. Let H*=H+ h. We then

have

(4.11) EH' (a, x, y, p, b, q) = EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) + h(a, x, y, q)

whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 9t0. If (a, x, y, q) is in 9îi then (4.1) holds so that

(4.12) Ear* (a, x, y, p, b, q) = rEL(p, q).
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The same is true if (a, x, y, q) is in $R,+i — 9îy (jsSl) and (4.6) holds. If (4.6)

fails to hold, then by (4.10)

h(a, x, y, q) ^ (6 — di)fjEL(p, q) è ditjEL(p, q) (j not summed).

It follows from (4.8) and (4.11) that (4.12) holds in this case also. The func-

tion 8 defined by (4.9) accordingly has the properties described in Lemma 4.1.

It is not difficult to show that there is a constant o->0 such that

L(p) ^ <rL(p - y0(x)) (í'áití x2).

As has been shown by the author [4, p. 59] this implies the existence of a

constant Ti and a neighborhood 9î0 of Co such that the inequality

(4.13) EL(p, q) ^ riEL(p - y0(x), q - y0(x))

holds. Hence when (2.6) holds we have

EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) ^ rnEL(p - y0(x), q- yo(x)).

We shall be interested in the particular case when p = yo(x). This gives:

Lemma 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 there exists a constant r>0

and d neighborhood g of Co in axy-space such that the inequality

I "   (   \ 12

(4.14) EH(a, x, y, y„(x), b, q) S; rEt(0, q - yB(x)) - /,"■',
1 + L(q - yo(x))

holds, whenever b is in Bo, (a, x, y) is in g and (a, x, y, q) is in 3Î.

5. Theorem of Lindeberg. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2.2

it will be convenient to establish an analogue of the theorem of Lindeberg.

This will be done in Theorem 5.2 below. The results here obtained are of

interest apart from the application to be made in the next section. In the proof

we do not utilize all the properties of J(C, b). In fact we shall use only the

property described in the conclusion of Lemma 4.1.

The results obtained below are based on the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let p(a), M(a, x, y, b), Ni(a, x, y, b) be continuous functions

and let

J*(C, b) - p(a) + f {M(a, x, y, b)dx + N,(a, x, y, b)dy'}.
Je

Let Bo be the subset of B described in Lemma 4.1. Given a constant e>0 there

exists a neighborhood % of Co in axy-space such that for every admissible arc Cin

g satisfying the end conditions (1.2) and every element b in B0 one has

(5.1) | J*(C, b) - /(Co, b) | iS t[l + E*H(C, b)],
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where

(5.2) EH(C, b) =   I   EH[a, x, y, y0(x), b, y]dx.
Je

Using the fact that B0 is compact the proof can be made by the argument

used by the author [5, pp. 75-78] to establish a similar theorem for the

parametric case. In the proof one can assume without loss of generality that

Xl(a) and X2(a) are constants.

The lower semicontinuity of J(C, b) is given in the following theorem.
»

Theorem 5.1. Let B0 be the compact subset of B described in Lemma 4.1.

Given a constant e > 0 there is a neighborhood % of Co in axy-space such that the in-

equality

(5.3) J(C, b) = /(Co, b) - e

holds whenever b is in B0 and C is an admissible arc in g satisfying the end

conditions (1.2).

In order to prove this result let

7*(C, b) = G(a) + f {H(a, x, y, y„(x), b)
(5.4) Jc

+ (y - yo(x))Hpi (a, x, y, ya(x), b)\dx.
We then have

(5.5) J(C, b) = J\C, b) + Eh(C, b),

where E%(C, b) is given by (5.2). Using the relation J*(Co, b)=J(Co, b) it is

seen that

(5.6) 7(C, b) - /(Co, b) = J*(C, b) - J*(Co, b) + E%(C, b).

Given a positive constant e<l let % be chosen so that (5.1) holds as

described in Lemma 5.1. It follows that

J(C, b) - /(Co, ft)fc-t + <l- «)£* (C, b) = - «

whenever b is in B0 and C is an admissible arc in % satisfying the end condi-

tions (1.2). This proves Theorem 5.1.

We are now in position to prove an analogue of the theorem of Lindeberg.

To this end consider a second, function

(5.7) I(C, b) = P(a) +  f R(a, x, y, y, b)dx
Jc

where P(a) and R(a, x, y, p, b) have the continuity and differentiability prop-
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erties on 9Î prescribed for G(a) and H(a, x, y, p, b). It is assumed that the

A-function Er for R is such that there is a constant ti>0 and a neighborhood

9îo of Co in axyp-space such that the inequality

(5.8) EH(a, x, y, p, b, q) è ri | ER(a, x, y, p, b, q) \

holds whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 9?0, (a, x, y, q) is in $R and b is in the set B0

described in Lemma 4.1. The length integral

f L(y)dx
J c

has this property.

Theorem 5.2. Let Bo be the compact subset of B described in Lemma 4.1.

If I(C, b) has the properties described above there is a constant p>0 such

that given a constant ô > 0 there is a neighborhood % of Co in axy-space such that

the inequality

(5.9) J(C, b) - /(Co, b) = 2P{ | I(C, b) - I(Co, b)\-8}

holds for every admissible arc C in 3 satisfying the end conditions (1.2) and for

every b in Ba. If C also satisfies the condition

(5.10) | I(C, b) - I(Co, b) | = 26

then

(5.11) J(C, b) - /(Co, b) è p | I(C, b) - I(Co, b) |.

In order to prove this result choose constants t, ti and a neighborhood 9îo

of Co so that the inequalities (5.8) and (4.1) hold as stated. Choose p=ri/2.

Set

H,(a, x, y, p, b) = H (a, x, y, p, b) + oR(a, x, y, p, b),

G„(a) = G(a) + cP(a)

where a= +p and consider the function

(5.12) J(C, b,c)=G,+ f HJx = J(C, b) + aI(C, b).
/ c

By (5.7) and (4.1) we have

(5-13) EH,(a, x, y, p, b, q) = (r/2)EL(p, q)

whenever (a, x, y, p) is in 9J0, (a, x, y, q) is in 9Î and b is in B0. It follows

that J(C, b, a) satisfies the conditions upon which the proof of Theorem 5.1

is based. Given a constant e>0 there is accordingly a neighborhood % (effec-

tive for a=p and for o-= —p) such that the inequality
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J(C, b, «r) - /(Co, b, a) = J(C, b) - /(Co, b) + <r[l(C, b) - /(Co, b)] è  - e

holds whenever & is in B0 and C is an admissible arc in § satisfying the end

conditions (1.2). Taking o-= ± p one obtains the inequality (5.9) with ô=e/2p.

The last statement in Theorem 5.2 follows at once from (5.9). This proves

the theorem.

By virtue of the inequality (4.14) the function

(5.14) K(C, Co) = | a - a012 + I     {¿(y(x) - y0(x)) - 1 }dx,
J xl

considered as a function of C with Co held fast, has the properties prescribed

for I(C, b). This integral is a measure of the difference between C and Co

and will be used in the next section. As a consequence of the last theorem we

have the following corollary.

Corollary. There exists a constant p>0 such that given a constant <r>0

there is a neighborhood g of Co in axy-space such that the inequality

(5.15) J(C, b) - /(Co, b) è pK(C, Ci)

holds for every admissible arc C in % satisfying the end conditions (1.2) and the

relation

(5.16) K(C, Co)^a.

Before closing this section it will be convenient to establish the following

result which will be useful in the next section.

Theorem 5.3. Let

C„: aq,       yq(x) (*x £ x j£ x2; q = 1,2, • • •)

be a sequence of admissible arcs satisfying the end conditions (1.2) and having

(5.17) lim aq = oo, lim yq(x) = yo(x)        uniformly on xlx2.
QooOO Qooo»

If for an element b in B0

(5.18) lim sup J(Cq, b) g /(C0, b)
q = «

then

(5.19) lim K(Cq, Ci) = 0

and

(5.20) lim yq(x) = yo(x) in measure on x1x2.
t-oo
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Given a constant p > 0 there is a constant 5 > 0 and an integer go such that if M

is a subset of x1x2 of measure at most 5 and q = go then

(5.21) ° =  f   h(x)dx <p

where

(5.22) lq(x) = 1+L(yq(x) - yo(x)).

The relation (5.19) follows from Theorem 5.2 with I(C, b)=K(C, Co)

and (5.20) follows from (5.19). To prove the last statement in the theorem let

p be a positive constant and choose go such that when g êgo one has.

K(Cq, Co) <p/2 and hence

(5.23)
r*1
I     {lq(x) - 2}dx < p/2.

J i»

Let 5=p/4 and consider a subset M of x*x2 of measure at most S. Since the

integrand of (5.23) is nonnegative we have

and hence

f   {lq(x) - 2}dx < p/2
J M

I lq(x)dx < 28 + p/2 = p,
M

as was to be proved.

6. The variation 70. Theorem 2.2 will be established by showing that if

it were false there would exist a non-null variation 70 satisfying end condi-

tions (2.10) such that /2OY0. b) =0 for every element b in B0, contrary to the

result described in Lemma 3.2. It is understood that the function 8(a, x, y, p)

has been chosen so that Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 are valid. We assume also that

the functions Xi(a) and X2(a) are constants.

Suppose now the conclusion in Theorem 2.2 is false. Then given am

integer q there exists an admissible arc

Cq: aq,        yq(x) (x1 = x = x2>

in the (l/g)-neighborhood of Co satisfying the end conditions (1.2) and

having

(6.1) J(Cq, b) = /(C„, b)

whenever b is in B0. The arc Cq is taken distinct from Co. In view of Theorem-
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5.3 we have limg_M yq(x) =yo(x) in measure. By replacing our sequence by a

suitably chosen subsequence we can obtain the relations

lim a, = a0,        lim yq(x) = yo(x)      uniformly on x1x2,
0000 0=cc

(6.2)
lim yq(x) = yo(x) almost uniformly on x*x2.
tj»cc

Let kg be the positive number defined by the equation

i i     c2
(6.3) kq = K(Cq, Ci) = | aq - a0 \   + I     {L(% - y0) - l}dx

where a pair of vertical bars denotes the length of the vector at hand. Follow-

ing McShane and Myers we consider the variations

7,: aq = (a, - a0)/kq,        vq(x) = (yq(x) - y0(x))/kq.

Using the fact that we can replace the original sequence lCt\ by a sub-

sequence, it can be brought about that the sequence {7a} will have the

properties described in the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. The variation yq satisfies the relation

(6.4) \«,\*+\  u,hv*-i,
J xl

where

(6.5) lq(x) = 1 + L(yq(x) - yo(x)).

Moreover, given a constant e > 0 there is a constant ô > 0 and an integer q0 such

that if q^qo and x^x'c'(cr = l, • ■ ■ , N) are N nonoverlapping subintervals of

xxx2 the sum of whose lengths does not exceed S, then

(6.6) ¿Z\vq(xi')-vq(xi)\ <e.
r-l

Equation (6.4) follows from (6.3) and the relation

L(yq - yi) - I = \yq- yo |2A¡-

In order to prove the second statement in the lemma let e be a positive

constant and set p=e2. Choose ô<p and qo related to p as described in

Theorem 5.3. Let M be a set of nonoverlapping subintervals x'^x'J

(a = 1, • • • , N) of x'x2 whose length sum does not exceed S. Then by Theorem

5.3

(6.7) f   lqdx<p = €2.
/ M
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But

N N   I    /.* " I n

Jl\vq(xi')  - Vç(xi) |   =   Z)     I     '   Vgdx\  =    I      | lj„| ¿X.
<r-l »=1 I w x't I        •/ M

By the inequality of Schwarz

J*   \r,q\dx^ïf   U,|W*]        J   W*]    •

Hence

(6.8)   E|i.(-.")-u.(*v')l=;[J l«»«lv^*J   / w*] •

It follows from (6.4) and (6.7) that (6.6) holds, as was to be proved.

Lemma 6.2. The sequence of arcs {Cq} can be chosen so that there exists an

admissible variation

y0: aB,       vo(x) (i1 Í * ¿ x2)

satisfying the end conditions (2.10) and having

(6.9) lim a„ = ao,        lim r¡q(x) = t;o(x)       uniformly on xlx2.
q = oo ¿« 30

Moreover for every measurable subset M of A2 on which {yq(x)} converges uni-

formly to yo(x) one has

(6.10) |    | jo \*dx ̂  lim inf   f   | Vq(x) \*dx è 2.
J M í=oo        J ¡{

Replace the original sequence {Ca} by a subsequence, again denoted by

{Cq\, such that {a\} converges to a value oj and {nq(x) ) has a finite or an

infinite limit on a denumerable dense subset D of x'x2. By virtue of (6.4), the

quantity oj is finite and since the arcs Cq satisfy the end conditions (1.2)

we have (5 = 1, 2)

(6.11) lim Vq(x)   = lim   [F%5) - Y\ai)]/kt = f1*«Î,
(7=3 00 Qsb 00

where F^is the derivative of Yu(a) with respect toa* ata=a0. Consequently

{lii*)} converges to a finite value at x=xl and x=x2. It follows from the

last lemma and the Heine-Borel theorem that the sequence {?7B(x)} is

bounded and hence converges to a finite value at each point of D.

Consider now a constant p>0 and let S and g0 be related to t=p/3 as

described in the last lemma. By the Heine-Borel theorem the interval x'x2

can be covered by a finite number of subintervals of lengths S with centers at
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points xi, • • • , xw in D. Increase go if necessary such that

I Vq(xj) — Vr(x¡) \ < p/3 (q è r è ?o, j = 1, • • • , v>).

Consider a point x on xV and choose j so that |xy—x| <5, then by Lemma

6.1 with N = 1 we have

\r¡q(x) - vt(xj)\  < p/3 (q à 2o).

From these inequalities it follows that

I *7«(X)   - Vr(x) |   á  | 1)q(x)   - r)t(Xj) |  + | Vq(Xj)   - Vr(Xj) |   +  | l)r(Xj)  ~ VT(x) |  < P,

provided qgzr^q0. The sequence {vq(x)} therefore converges uniformly toa

function rjo(x). Using this fact it follows from the inequality (6.6) that i)o(x)

is absolutely continuous on x*x2. Since X'(a) are assumed to be constants it is

seen from (6.11) that 70 satisfies the end conditions (2.10).

We shall show next that the functions n0(x) have integrable square

dérivâtes. Following McShane we subdivide the interval x*x2 into 2k equal

intervals by points

Xi = x1 < x2 < • • • < x^+i = x2.

Let pi(x) be continuous functions which coincide with ij0(x) at these points

and are linear between them. Then

\pk \2dx = XI 1o(x„+i) — rio(xi)I 2/(x„+i - X„).
X» c-1

From the relation (6.8) with N= 1 we see that

|ii,(«rt-i) - »>«(**) I2 , rx°+i \vA2 .
-s   I - dx

J  X. I

J X,

X'+1 ; j
lqdx

But

Hence

0-+1 Xo- xm 1 L   Xff+i        Xa   J

lqdx = 2(x,+i — x,-).
X.

*      U(X,+,)   -7,o(Xo-)|2_       .    t      i"2   \rjq\2^   I qo(x,+Q - Vq(x,) ̂ Ç *■  \n*\* ^„
2^ -S 2 lim inf   I      -dx g 2.
ff_l X„+i — x, (•>•>     J «1     i5(x)

It follows from (6.12) that

/i a y» x
2\i)q\2/lqdx ^  I      |pfc|2</x.

X1 of   xl

Hence by Fatou's lemma | r¡0(x) \2 is integrable and
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2 è lim inf   f    2\Vt \2/lqdx ̂ lim inf   f    | pk \2dx è  f    \ VB(x) \2dx.
ff=oo J  ¡pi C=oo J  ¿l J ¿I

The relation (6.10) follows from this relation and the fact that lq(x) converges

uniformly to 2 on every subset JIZ of xlx2 on which {y„(x)} converges uni-

formly to yo(x).

In the sequel it will be assumed that the sequence {Ca} has been chosen

as described in the last lemma. As a further result we have :

Lemma 6.3. Let M be a measurable subset of xlx2 on which {yt(x)} converges

uniformly to yo(x). If g(x) is integrable together with its square, then

(6.13) lim   I     g(x)(yq — r¡l)dx = lim   I    g(x)(r,q — r,0)dx = 0.
e=* J M t-i J m

If in addition g(x) is bounded, this equation holds for every measurable subset

Mofx1x2.IfNir(x) (r = 0,1,2, • • • ) are continuous functions of x on x'x2 such

that

(6.14) lim Niq(x) = Nio(x) uniformly on xlx2
0=00

then

(6.15) lim   I    Niqr¡qdx =  I    A.-otÍoux
!-•>   J M J M

for every measurable subset M of xxx2.

The proof is a simple modification of a proof of a similar result given by

McShane [2, p. 356]. By virtue of the relation

/¿?(*) (vi - Vo)dx   = (max | ij« — -0| ) I    | g(x) | dx
M J M

it follows that the first limit in (6.13) has the value zero.

We consider next the second limit. Let g(x) and M have the properties de-

scribed in the lemma. We can suppose g(x)=0 on the complement of ilZ.

Let p(x) be a function of class C such that

/.
g(x) - p(x) \2dx < e2/128.

We shall show first that there exists an integer q0 such that

r*2
(6.16) | g(x) - p(x) \%(x)dx < e2/16.

J xy

To prove this let P be a bound for |g(x)—p(x)|2 on xlx2 if g(x) is bounded
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and on the complement of Ai if g is unbounded. By Theorem 5.3 there is a

constant 5>0 and an integer q0 such that if q'èqo the inequality f]ailq(x)dx

<e2/32P holds for every set Mi of measure at most 5. Let Mi be chosen of

measure at most 5 such that {y3(x){ converges uniformly to yo(x) on its

complement M2. We can suppose M2Z)M if g(x) is unbounded. Increase

q0 if necessary so that /,^4on M2 when qè<Zo- We then have

f    I g(x) - P(x) \%dx SP f   lq(x)dx < e2/32,
of M, of if,

Í    I g(x) - p(x) \%(x)dx Ü 4 f X | g(x) - p(x) \2dx < é/32.
of   Mi of   x*

Hence (6.16) holds when q^qo, as stated.

Observe next that by virtue of (6.4), (6.10) and the relation lq^2 we have

2 2 2
/x /ox /ox

\i,q-r,0 \2/lqdx ̂  2 f      | ij, | War + 2 | i)0 \*/l,
xi J xi J xi

dx < 4.

Using this result together with the inequality (6.16) it is seen by the inequality

of Schwarz that

(6.17)
If¡of   J

ig - P)(v„ - Vo)dx\

r c * ~i1/2r c n1'2
- L J *ig ~ p)Hqdx\     J + ' * ~ *• \*/l«dx\   < t/2'

provided q^qo. Moreover since by an integration by parts

2 2

/' X . . 2 /o X
PiVi — Vo)dx = [p(r\q — 7?o)]     -   j      p'(r)q — Vo)dx

xi * of X»

we can increase qo if necessary so that

(6.18) <e/2
/ »        »

i(i7« - Vo)dx

Combining this result with (6.17) we have for q^qo

\ cx* \ /*x¿ \ rx¿

I     givl - vl)dx\ g     I     p(i)\ - r)o)dx\ + \ I      ig - p)(i/q - r¡Q)d.
¡of   2-1 \J   xl \of    xl

(q ä ?o).

< e.

Since g was taken to be identically zero on the complement of M we have

accordingly

lim   J     g(r)q — i)%i)dx = lim   I    g(r), — ij0)¿x = 0,
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as was to be proved.

In order to prove the last statement in the theorem we write

2 2

//» x . f* x
Niqi¡qdx =   j     NioVqdx +  j      (Niq — N>o)r,qdx.

M J x* J  z»

By the second statement in the lemma we have

Nioñldx =  I     Nioydx.

By the inequality of Schwarz and (6.4) we have

/x1 i   r nxi ~ii/2r rx' Y'2

t (Niq - Nio)vgdx\ |    J JiV,- AolVxl       J     | ij.l'/V*]

i[/V]"'< max \ No — N

It follows that the last term in (6.19) has the limit zero. Using (6.20) it is

seen that (6.15) holds as stated.

7. Proof of Theorem 2.2. As the next step in the proof of Theorem 2.2

we shall show that

J*(Cq, b) - J*(Co, b)       1      t If2 i j
(7.1) lim   --,-= —/2(7o, b)-—I     Hpipir¡ovodx,

í=oo kq 2 2   J xl

where J*(C, b) is given by (5.4), /2(7, b) is the second variation of J(C, b)

along Co and the last integral is to be evaluated along Co. In order to establish

this result we observe that by Taylor's theorem the integrand A^* of J*(Cq, b)

can be put in the form

(7.2) A* = H + kq{ Ha»ahq + HyiVlq + Hvii,l] + (kq/2) {Mq + r)>,-?},

where H and its derivatives are to be evaluated along Co and

lim M„ = 2£2(a0, x, i)o(x), 0, b) uniformly on xlx2
Q= 00

lim Nig = 2i2Ti(a0> x, r)o(x), 0, b) uniformly on x1»2.
Q= 00

Using Lemma 6.3 it is seen that

lim   I     {Mg + r¡gNig}dx
8=oo    J xl

(7.3)

\2Q(ao, x, r¡o, -ño, b) — Hpipiriorio\dx.-fJ  x-
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Similarly

(7.4)

where

G(aq) = G(a0) + kßha\ + (k\/2)G2g,

y"(aq) = y'(a0) + kqYÍ'ahq+ (k¡/2)Yq ,

(7.5) lim G2q = GhkCtoao, lim Yq = Yhkaoao.
8=oe Qnrao

By the us : of the Euler equations (2.2) and the transversality condition (2.3)

with F=H we find by (7.2) and (7.4) that

I*(Cq, b) - J*(Co, b)       1

Kg
= - {^28 + [Hp<Yq']'-^ + J * {M< + vqNiq\ áxj

In view of (7.3) and (7.5) it follows that the relation (7.1) holds, as was to be

proved.

We shall show next that

-if'1, If*2 i j
(7.6) lim inf kq    I     EH(aq, x, yq, y0, b, yq)dx è — I     Hpipirioi)odx,

8=. oo J  xl 1   J  xl

where the second integral is to be evaluated along Co. To this end let M he

a subset of x'x2 on which the sequence {yq(x)} converges uniformly to yo(x).

Then for large values of q we have, by Taylor's theorem,
2 i    j

(7.7) EH(aq, x, ys, y0, b, yq) = ktA{iq(x)ijtijt (x on M),

where

(7.8) lim Aijq(x) = Aij(x) uniformly on AZ
8-00

and

(7.9) 2Aij = HPipi(ao, x, y0(x), y0(x), b).

Consider now the equation

JAiiqÍ\gÍ\qdX    =      I AijTIgilgdX   +      I (A i jg    ~   A ,' j)^^ X.
M J M J M

By virtue of the relations (7.8) and (6.10) the last integral has the limit zero

as q becomes infinite. It follows that

lim inf Aijqr\qi\gdx = lim inf   I    Ai,i)gi\gdx.
s=«      / M e=«      J M

By the use of Lemma 6.3 we have
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lim   j    AiïfioVt —  I    AifiioVodx.
c=oo    J M J M

Hence

lim inf   I    Aijqi)qi)qdx =   I    Airona + lim inf   I    Aij(i)t — vo)(vq — vo)dx.
tm*        of M J m 4=oo        J if

The last term is non-negative since, by (7.9) and (3.1), the quadratic form

Aijir'ir' is positive definite. It follows from (7.7) and (7.9) that

lim inf kq EH(aq, x, yq, y0, b, yq)dx è 2     I    Hpipi-qli¡ldx.
5=oo Ja Ja

For large values of q we have

EH(aq, x, yq(x), y0(x),b, yq(x)) è 0,

except on a set of measure zero. Hence

—2     * —1   Ç i   i
lim inf kq EH(Cq, b) ^ 2     I    Hpipiijoi\odx.

(-00 J M

Since {yJOx)} converges to yó(x) almost uniformly on x'x2 it follows from

our choice of M and the integrability of | ijo|2 that (7.6) holds, as stated.

Combining (7.6), (7.1), (6.1) and (5.6) it is found that

(,.10) .¡i^^"-,*",^
a= •> kq 2

for every element b in B0. If 7o were not null, there would exist, by Lemma

3.2, an element b in B0 such that /2(7o, b) >0. It follows that 70 is null. Using

(7.1) and (5.6) again, we see from (7.10) that

lim inf k?E£(C<, b) =g 0.
Q = CO

■

But by (4.13) there is a constant r>0 such that

0 è lim inf kq E*H(Cq, b) t t   lim inf   I      | ij4|2//a¿x.
8=00 í=oo J xl

This is impossible in view of equation (6.4). This proves Theorem 2.2.

8. Further results. Consider now a second integral I(C, b) having the

properties described in the paragraph preceding Theorem 5.2. Suppose in

addition that Co satisfies the Euler equations and transversality conditions

for I(C, b)i, whenever b is in B0. We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. // I(C, b) has the properties described above there exists a
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constant p > 0 and a neighborhood § of Co such that given an admissible arc C

in % satisfying the end conditions (1.2), there is an element b in Bo such that

(8.1) J(C, b) - /(C„, 4) = p | I(C, b) - I (Co, b) |.

As in the proof of Theorem 5.2 we consider the function

J(C, b, <r) = J(C, b) + <rI(C, b).

It is clear that Co satisfies the Euler equations and the transversality condi-

tions for J(C, b, a) since it satisfies the corresponding conditions for each of

the functions J(C, b) and I(C, b). Moreover by the proof of Theorem 5.2

there is a constant p>0 and a neighborhood 9t0 of Co such that if \o\ ¿p the

inequality (5.13) holds whenever b is in B0, (a, x, y, p) is in 9t0 and (a, x, y, q)

is in {R.

Consider next the second variation

My, b, a) = My, *) + *My, b).

By virtue of Lemma 3.3 there is a constant cr0>0 such that given a non-null

variation y satisfying the end conditions (2.10) there is a value b in B0 such

that /2(7, b, r/)>0 if \a\ = <j0. Decrease the number p chosen above so that

pgrr0. For o= ±p the function J(C, b, a) has the properties of J(C, b) upon

which the proof of Theorem 2.2 is based. It follows that the conclusion in

Theorem 2.2 is valid for J(C, b, a) as well as for J(C, b). Choose a neighbor-

hood % effective for J(C, b, a) with <r= ±p as described in Theorem 2.2.

Then given an admissible arc C in % satisfying the end conditions (1.2) there

is an element b in B0 such that

0 = J(C, b,±p)- /(Co, b, + p) = /(Co, b) - J(C,b) ± p[l(C, b) - I(Co,b)].

The inequality (8.1) therefore holds as was to be proved.

Observing that the function A(C, Co) defined by (5.14) has the properties

of I(C, b) we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 there exists a constant

p>0 and a neighborhood % of Co in axy-space such that given an admissible

arc C in % satisfying the end conditions (1.2) there is an element b in B0 such

that

J(C, b) - /(Co, b) = pK(C, Co).

Moreover if C satisfies the differential equations (1.1) then

1(C) - I(Co) è PK(C, Co).

This result can be considered to be a generalization of the theorem of

Osgood (cf. [6, p. 99]).
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